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The Mars Geoscience Aerobot (MGA) is a
proposed Mars aerobot (Aeronautical roBOT)
mission featuring advanced capabilities for surface
imaging and atmospheric science. The MGA consists
of a superpressure balloon that is reflective on top and
white on the bottom to avoid condensation of C@ frost
during the night. The MGA also features a “sman”
gondola with autonomous navigation capabilities.
Development of the Mars Balloon Trajectory
Mctdel (MEtTM) has been an essential element of the
planning and design of the MGA mission. This paper
presents the balloon design and resutts from the
M&TM, an integrated thermal, verticat, and trajectory
model for balloon flight at Mars.
A promising design for the MGA involves a 27-m
diameter, spherical, superpressure balloom and a
sophisticated science gondola weighing 15-30 kg. The
batloon is designed to float more than 6.5 km above the
planetary daw and the MBTM shows that longduration, 90day missions are possible using advamxd
composite materiats for the balloon envelope.
Simulated trajectories show that several West-t@East
transects are possible, covering hundreds of thousands
of kilometers and more than 30 degrees latitude.
Horizontal speeds range from a maximum of 80 m/s to
a minimum of about 10 rrds with a nominal eastward
velocity of nearly 40 rnk.
Introduction
Development of the Mars Geoscience Aerobot
(MGA) mission has been catatyzxt by science
objectives that include surfam geology and
atmospheric measurements.
Copyright O 1997 by the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. All rights resewed.

Of primary geologic interest is the nature and
structure of water-lain deposits in the northern
Iowhmds.’
In terms of atmospheric science,
measurements of temperature, pressure, winds, IR
spectra of dust and atmospheric constituents are
planned. Global coverage is desired for comprehensive
planetary characterization.
The MGA meets the above science objectives by
providing an aeriat vehicle from which atmospheric
measurements can be made and detailed surface
images can be obtained. The MGA carries a “smart”
gondola with autonomous navigation capabilities that
enable the acquisition of statedrivem sequenced, highresolution images W on the ability to determine
positiou attitude, and velocity using celestial
references, inertial sensors, and image data
Buoyancy for the MGA is provided by a
superpressure balloon that is reflective on top and
white on the bottom to avoid condensation of COZ frost
during the night.
This paper provides the details of a model which
predicts MGA trajectories, the MBTM. The predicted
ground tracks are useful for evaluating the science
potential from an aerobot flight. The Mars Balloon
Trajectory Model (MBTM) was developed as part of a
MGA feasibility study recently conducted by the
Planetary Aerobot Program of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in conjunction with NASA-Wallops Island,
Lockheed-hhlin Aerospace, CNES (France), and the
space Dynamics Laboratory.
MGA Desia
The design effort for the MGA balloon system was
focused on (a) determining technicat feasibility of an
Aerobot5aIloon mission to Mars for the 2001
opportunity and (b) formulating a baseline mission
concept. Many technical challengs were addressed to
determine if a balloon system can tu constructed that
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will sati@ mission objectives. The balloon and system
feasibility were baaed on a set of worst case conditions,
from a balloon performance standpoint that bound the
engineering problem. Neck el al.2 provide a general
description of the entire system. The design approach
for the balloon was similar to the efforts currently
being employed for the development of a Long
Duration Balloon Vehicle by NASA’s Balloon
Programs Branch.
Design Considerations
There are several considerations that inlhencd
the MGA design in general and the balloon envelope
in particular. The primary considerations for the
balloon design are the type of balloon to be flown, the
thermathadiative enviromnent, the envelope materiats,
the balloon sire, the storage options, the deployment
mechanism, the inftation technique, the super pressure
flight environment and mass and volume constraints.
The balloon deployment/inflation strategy, envelope
reefing, aerodynamic stability, deceleration sequence,
tank lccation and inflation direction all contribute to
the resulting design. The details of the dependencies
and interdependencies of the system design are detailed
in a paper Smith et al.3
The two primary considerations that dictate a
majority of the design requirements are the balloon
material design and the thermal environment to which
the balloon is exposed An existing “off-the-shelf’
batloon material which will meet at] system
requirements does not exist, A key factor was the
strength to weight ratio of the balloon material. The
material design considerations for the development of
this new balloon material included strength, creep,
areal density, fracture toughness, static charging, low
temperature behavior, permeability, pinholing,
seaming, fabrication folding radiative optical
properties, expmure degradatio~ and sterilization.
Both cylindrical and spherical balloons were
reviewed for the system mass and required material
strength versus float altitude, and a spherical
superpressure balloon made of a composite material
was selected as the design which &st meets the
mission requirements. The mission requirements
dictated a high strength, low mass, and gas
impermeable structure. The composite was designed
with four different matenats: scnm, M y l a r ,
polyethylene, and adhesive. The Kevlar scrim provides
strength with very light weight the Mylar provides
substrate stiffness and a gas barrier, the polyethylene
provides pinholing resistance, fracture toughness, and
a second layer of gas barrier, and the adhesive bonds
and adds additional pinholing resistance. The film
strength requirement evolves from day/night pressure

variations which are a function of thermal loading.
Figure 1 presnts the thermal environment exposure.
The final design specifications of the MGA balloon
that demonstrate technical feasibility are as follows:
Spherical Superpressure Balloon
Volume = 10,500 m3
Diameter = 27.17 m
Balloon mass = 55 kg
Gas Mass= 12kg
Payload = 15-30 kg
Float altitude = 6.5-12 km
Daytime AP = 240 Pa
Nighttime AP = 20 Pa
Solid Catin Dioxide Ilmosition
Review of the worst-case environmental conditions
showed the possibility that solid Ca&m Dioxide may
deposit on the balloon at night in a Martian
atmosphere. Condensation is detrimental to the balloon
performance because it adds mass to the system and
degrades the optical-radiative properties of the balloon
envelope. Both conditions significantly reduce the
flight duration. The overall energy balance and
coupling to its environment determines the object’s
steady state temperature and the potential for
condensation. The thermal loads are from direct
surdigh~ reflected surdight (off of the planet), and
scattered sunlight due to particulate matter in the
atmosphem. The heat rejection (or abmption) is via
radiation to either the atmosphere above the balloon
(canopy) or to/from the atmosphere below the balloon
(floor). The Mars environmental models provide
characteristics for these radiation sources.
The balloon nighttime temperature relation can be
written in a form that uses canopy and floor
temperatures, the effective upper sky and lower
atmosphere radiative temperatures, respectively. The
floor and canopy temperatures are derived from the
nighttime IR fluxes given by the Mars atmospheric
models by the following:
02$
qii,dtTuw,upwud
(1)
Tflm, =
a
)
(
and
025
q ‘k,dtffuse,downwwd—
(2)
TCu’wpy
a
(
)
Neglecting convection (a good assumption due to
Mars’ thin atmosphere) and assuming steady state, the
nighttime balloon skin temperature is a function of the
environmental conditions and the ratio of emissivities
on the top and bottom of the balloon.
=
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Tfilm

=

The nighttime balloon temperature will reach a
steady state-temperature at a ~-int between the floor
and canopy temperatures. If a balloon were to have
surface properties that are consistent over the entire
surface (~= GM), then Equation 3 becomes simply
)
‘f’~=[xmr~T:-w102’
‘4
and the steady-state film temperature is independent of
the emissivity of the film. For a balloon with different
emissivities on the top and the bottom of the balloon,
the nighttime steady state film temperature can be
raised or lowered by adjusting the emissivity ratio,
Gaseous Carbon Dioxide will condense
(sublimate) to a solid on the balloon if the temperature
of the balloon falls below the local saturation
temperature for CQ mti < T,J. The state of the COZ
is a function of the ambient pressure as given by the
saturation pressure-temperature phase relationship.
Figure 2 shows the relationship between the saturation
cutve and the balloon temperatures.’
The nighttime steady state flight temperature is
close to the solidhapor line. To move away from this
line and to provide margim the balloon’s temperature
must be increasd, or the saturation temperature must
be decreased. The nighttime balloon temperature can
be increased by adjusting the ernissivity ratio as
discussed above. The satumtion temperature can be
decreased by reducing the ambient pressure by moving
to a higher float altitude. In Figure 3 the C@
condensation temperature is plotted as a function of
altitude for the BLM environment. Notably, there is
little effect of altitude on the saturation temperature.
Thus, simply flying the balloon higher will not
significantly reduce the temperature margin above the
sublimation point. Furthermore, an altitude change
does not provide significant change in the nighttime
steady state balloon temperature.
The radiation coupling can be changed by either
increasing radiation coupling of the balloon to the
warmer source (the planet’s surface) or by decreasing
radiation coupling of the balloon to the colder source
(the sky). For the Mars balloom it is desired to make
the balloon temperature closer to the floor temperature.
The recommended methti of incraising the balloon
temperature is to have different ernissivities for the top
and bottom of the balloon. The desired thermal optical
properties for the Mars balloon are to have a low a and

low E for the top surface and a low a and high E for the
kttom suri%we.
The balloon would keep most of the heat given off
by the planet with rninimat radiation back into space.
Two different cm@urations that satisfy these
requirements have been i&ntifkd The first is a
balloon which is white on the bottom and metalized on
the top. The second is a balloon which is “setnimnsparent” on the bottom and metalized on the top.
The “semi-transpmnt” material is could be the
proposed laminated film with no other surface
Rtments. The etnissivity ratios are shown in the
figures
Figure 4 shows the balloon equilibrium
temperature in addition to the floor and Carbon
Dioxide saturation temperatures. C)ne line shows a
balloon with a white surface top and bottom. It is seen
that such a balloon is perilously close to the C@
solidhapr transition temperature. Another curve
shows a balloon with a white surface on the bottom and
an aluminized top (aluminum side out). A considerable
temperature margin is gained over the COZ
condensation line with such a balloon configuration.
Finally, an aturninized top (atuminurn side out) and
clear bottom (Mylar/PE/Kevlar scrim) balloon is
shown.
It has been shown that deposition of solid Carbon
Dioxide on the balloon at nighttime is a potential
problerm but it can be effectively mitigated The
nighttime float condition is marginally near the vapor
state side of the solidhapor line. This implies that all
of the Carbon Dioxide will remain in the gaseous state.
It is anticipated that there will be no condensation of
the Carbon Dioxide on the balloon at the stated float
conditions. The ernissivity of the top and bottom of the
balloon can be changed to provide an increased margin
over the estimated float temperature
Mars General Circulation Model (GCM)
The Mars General Circulation Model (?vlars GCM)
grew from an Earth weather model in the late 1960s. It
simulates the dynamics of the Martian atmosphere on a
gtobal scale, much like weather models for the Earth.
Atmospheric parameters available from the GCM
include winds, solar radiation (dire@ upward diffuse,
and downward difFuse), infrared radiation (upward and
downward), temperature, pressure, and topography.
Initially, the Mars GCM modeled only two vertical
layers in the atmosphere. As the cost of computational
power decreased, improved ve@cal and horizontal
resolution was added to the GCM. ToFKIgraphic effkcts
have been included. The Mars GCM now models the
effect of dust on radiation dust-wind interactions, and
the seasonal sublimation patterns of the polar icx caps.s
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The Mars GCM requires several inputs including
(a) the initial solar longitude L, (b) the to~ ~ of
the atmosphere, (c) the total atmospheric dust load, (d)
the distribution of surface thermal inertia, (e) the
distribution of planetary albedo, and (0 the assumed
ratio of the atmospheric optical depth in the IR
wavelengths to the atmospheric optical depth in the
solar wavelengths, %Jt~l. Viking *M guid~ the
selection of inputs for the GCM runs employed in the
MGA simulations shown herein. For example, the total
mass of the atmosphere was selected such that the
predicted seasonal Surfam pressure variations match
the Viking measurements.c

Eauations of motion
Four ODES describe the horizontal and vertical
motion of the balloon.
Horizontal motion
The balloon is assumed to have zero horizontal
acceleration, and it flies with the winds. Accounting
for the curvature of the plane~ the change of longitude
(in degrees) with time is tiven by
w= ’180
(6)
dt
X(RM + Z) cos(lat) ‘w ” ’d
The change in latitude with time is given by
180
g=
(7)
dt
n(R~ + Z.) ‘ ’”d .
Both w and v~ are provided by the GCM for a
given time and balloon location. RM is the mean radius
of Mars, taken to be 3393.5 km.
Vertical motion
The change in vertical position z with time is
dz
— = w,
(8)
dt
and the change in vertical velocity w with time is given
by
dw
(9)
X=az”
The balloon vertical acceleration a, is found by
summing the forces on the system,
(lo)
( m ,Ct + m,tik , = Fp,v + Fbmy + Fb .
where
(11)
m ct = m~b + m~~,
w

GCM Outtmt
The GCM output used for predicting MGA
trajectories is arranged in a planetwy grid upon which
atmospheric parameters are reported. The following
parameters are given at each gridpoint:
atmospheric temperature, T.ti,
c surface pressure, Pd.
the solar zmith angle, C,
direct solar flw q~l,
downward dlfhlX Solar flu% q ~l.dflWC,dOnWtid ,
upward difhX SOkU fl~ q:l,&ffuae, upwd )
downward ~ flw q &d~We,d-WMd ,
upward ~ fl~ qh, dffuse, upwud ~
the east-west wind component u ~~d, and
the north-south wind component vw~d.
The pressure at any attitude z can be calculated by
(5)
P(z) = P~e-(z-*)’H
where H is the atmospheric scale height, taken to be
11.18 km, and &is the surface altitude.
The GCM spatial grid contains 7 vertical divisions
(up to about 10 km above the planet’s surface), 40
longitude divisions, and 25 latitude divisions. The
parameter grid is updated sixteen times per Martian
day.
●

●

●
●

●

●

●
●

●

MGA Balloon Model
Flight trajectory prediction is an integral part of
MGA mission development because the exqxxted
flight profiles (a) determine which parts of Mars can be
reasonably explored by balloon, (b) drive the balloon
design, and (c) are usefil for science sequencing and
mvigational crosschecks once in flight.
The model for MGA motion is a set of ordinary
differential equations (ODES) that describe the timeevolving Mwior of the balloon System.”* The GCM
provides the environmental input parameters for the
MGA model.

●

m ,m

=

Cwpa~VgM,

(12)

and
m~h = mfik +m~OM + mmw.

(13)

The miscellaneous mass % includes tethers, load
tapes, fill plugs, and other items. The forces are given
by
Fglw = madg~i,
=

FbwY P,m

‘gM ,

(14)
(15)

and
(16)
8

Following custom, the mzfllcient of virtual mass C&
is taken to be 0.5. The drag coefficient CD is 0.8, and
the balloon dimensional parameters m given by
(17)
AX =:D2,
4

+3,
and
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(18)

(19)
S=nD2.
The acceleration due to gravity at Mars gM is 0.38 that
of earth or 3.73 In/s2.
Thermodynamic eut4+U@s
Three ODES describe the thermodynamic
evolution of the balloon. The lifiing gas and film are
each modeled as a single node. Fi@ the mass balance
for the lifting gas is given by the leak rate/ which is,
in general, a function of time, superpressure level,
balloon skin temperature, and other factors.
(20)
dt
Accounting for gas leakage, the energy balance on
the balloon gas is given by
d(mCvT)~u
=
(21)
-“qmnv,”
cp~”qal$
dt
Because the MGA has a constant-volume
superpressure balloon, there is no volume change term
in Equation 21. The energy balan= for the balloon
film is given by the following equation.
-

d(mfwh = qccmv,o$
dt

+

q

CCXW,tS

‘qsolar,dmtLboI

+

+

+

qsolmr,dtfusc.bot

4

+

q

soltr.dirmtop

qsoltr,dthsc,top
q ~,lOrI

+

(22)

Heat transfer
The various heat transfer terms in Equations 21
and 22 are given below.
(23)
ho,S(Tam - Tfi~)
qcmv,os
=

=

hUS(TP - Tfi~ )

(24)

%ok,ducct,tc.p

=

aIopAx,topq:l

(25)

qsolu,duut,bot

=

%othciqh

(26)

%oltr,ddhse,top

=

s

amp ‘q~l,d~qbwwd

2

s
%olu,diffwse.bd = abu ~qhdtiuse..pwad

qrR,bc4

qrR,bOt

=

(27)
(28)

%+(rmw --R-J

(29)

=

(30)

Cbotu

qmmr -@h)
z

Solving the svstem of euuations
The system described by Equations 1 through 32
represents a well-posed set of seven ordinq
differential equations. Given initial conditions on all
the variables of interest (Iom Iat, z, W, ~, T=, and
Tti), one can find the tirmxvolving behavior of the
batloon and present the position, veltity, and
thermodynamic state of the system as a function of
time.
Standard numerical integration routines can be
used to solve the system of equations. There are no
special considerations for the numerical integration
step size because the system is relatively well-behaved
and evolves slowly with time.

q~,bd

The gas properties GP and ~~ are, in geneml, a
function of the gas state.

qcmv,u

The canopy temperature, the floor temperature, the
direct solar flux, the clifhse solar flux, and the solar
zenith angle are given by the GCM as a fhnction of
time and position. The solar absorptivities and It?
ernissivities of the top and bottom portions of the
batloon skin area function of the batloon coating.
Finally, the convective hxt transfer coefficients
h and h. are given by standard Nusselt number
correlations for spherical surfaces. The Nusselt
numbers are a function of the relative vertical velocity
of the balloon and the properties of the atmospheric gas
and internal gas.

The cross-section area of the top and bottom
surfaces are a finction of the zenith angle of the sun ~.
A X,lop = : D’ (1 + C@)

(31)

A X,bd =; D2(l-cos(~))

(32)

Samsde MGA traiecto~
Simulation assumptions and initial conditions
The MGA trajectories presented herein use
atmospheric data provided by the Mars GCM. As
stated above, the inputs to the GCM were selected such
that the GCM predictions match data gathered by the
Viking landers.
The initial conditions for the MGA ~jectory
presented herein are:
(33)
L = 220°,
(34)
Longitude = 110° W,
(35)
Latitude = 55° N,
(36)
Z=3000W
(37)
w=orn/s,
(38)
Tti = T-,
(39)
Tp = T-,
and
(40)
~= 12kg.
The Mars GCM run that was used for the
trajectory predictions begins at ~ = 220° and has ~IR =
TM],
Surfact covermz~
Figures 5 and 6 show two projections of the
ground track of the MGA. The ground track is
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determined by the winds at float altitude. There are two
regimes of aerobot flight shown in this simulation.
During the first part of the flight the aerobot is in the
northern hemisphere, and the dominant winds drive
the MGA astward. The aerobot provides several
circumnavigating tmsects of the planet. Note,
however, that a small southward wind component
exists, and the aerobot is driven slowly southward as it
encircles the planet. Each circumnavigation takes
about 5 days at 30° latitude.
A flight regime transition occurs as the aerobot
approaches equator. The southward component of the
wind becomes stronger, and the aerobot reaches the
southern hemisphere. As the MGA approaches the
equator, surface elevations become dangerously high
and it is necessary to jettison some ballast. After 15 kg
of ballast is rekas@ the aerobot flies safely across the
equator into its second flight regime.
During the last 40 days of the flight, the balloon
exprienm very quiescent winds. The surface velocity
decreases, but excellent imaging and science
opportunities are available for the area beneath the
aerobot. Finally, northward winds drive the MGA
toward the equator again where it impacts some
mountains, 92 days after deployment.
Figure 7 shows the ground track velocity (the
apparent velocity of the MGA as it traverses the
surfa~) for this parlicukar flight, The ground track
velocity is as high as 80 rds early in the flight when
the aerobot is circling the planet. Later in the flight
when quiescent winds are experienced, the velocity
drops to less than 10 rids.
Seasoml variations in the wind patterns can alter
the ground track significantly. Several simulations
performed for a Mars Aerial Platform (MAP) proposal
show similar west-to-east paths,g
Vertical Profile
Because the MGA is a superpressure balloon, its
vertical trajectory is determined by variations in the
atmospheric density profile. In the absence of gas
leaks, a Supcrpressure balloon’s system mass and
volume (and therefore overall density) remain constant
during a flight, The balloon always seeks its constant
density altitude in the atmosphere. Thus, variations in
the atmospheric pressure and temperature profile atkt
the balloon’s vertical position.
There are both seasonal and diurnal time scales to
atmospheric pressure variation, On a seasonal time
scale, the atmospheric pressure profile is influenced by
Mars’ orbital eccentricity. During the southern
hemisphere summer (270° < ~ < 3600), Mars is closer
to the sun than during the northern hemisphe~
summer (90° $ 1+ < 1800). The higher solar heat flux

associated with the shorter Sun-Mars range during
southern hemisphere summer results in additional
sublimation of the southern polar ice cap and more gas
in the atmosphere. Thus, the planetary-wi& surface
pressure is higher during southern summer than
northern summer.
Higher atmospheric pressure leads to higher float
altitudes, all other factors being equal. The result can
be up to 2 km of seasonal float altitude variation for a
given aerobot system design due to seasonal
atmospheric pressure variations alone.
On diurnal time scales, Mars’ pressure profile
varies only slightly, less than 10??o per day. The diurnal
pressure variations are the result of the passage of
weather systems.
In contrast to atmospheric pressure variations,
Mars’ atmospheric temperature exhibit signifkant
seasonal and diurnal variation. Typically, atmospheric
temperature changes have the biggest impact on
balloon vertical position.
On the seasonal time scale, higher temperatures
and lower atmospheric density exist during summer
than during winter. Thus, summer float altitudes will
be lower than winter float altitudes in the absence of
other effects.
On diurnal time scales, the atmospheric
temperature varies less than 10 K at reasonable float
altitudes. During the day, the balloon will sink slightly
as the atmosphere becomes less dense with increasing
temperature. At nigh~ balloon float altitudes are higher
as due to atmospheric cooling and increased density.
Figure 8 shows the vertical profile for this flight,
The diurnal variation of float altitu& is noticeable.
Night altitudes are somewhat higher than day altitudes
as discussed above. Note also that the ballast drop
produces an initial altitude increase to get over some
mountains. Soon after the ballast drop, however the
altitude decreases as the aerobot encounters the warmer
conditions near the equator. Seasonal (and therefort
hemispherical) weather variations are shown to play an
important role in the vertical flight profile of the
aerobot
Ideally, the aerobot should fly near the Martian
surface to obtain high-resolution images. Clearly, the
wide variation of Mattiarr topography provides a severe
challenge for aerobot designers and scientists Ballast
options can provide a long-lasting robust system with
the capability of crossing the high equatorial
mountains at Mars,
Figures 5–8 show that the aerobot provides rich
potential for high-resolution planet-wide surface
imaging science. Global wind patterns and seasonat
weather patterns supply ample planetary coverage for a
lighter-than-air aerobot.
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dropped as described in the example mission presented
above.
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Figure 7. Aerobot velocity.
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